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ABSTRACT

A system for providing power from solarcells where each cell
or cell array is allowed to produce its maximum available
power and converted by its own DC/DC converter. In one
form the system includes: one or more Solar generators, each
of which has at least one Solar cell; a maximum power tracker
operatively associated with each Solar generator, where the
maximum power tracker includes a buck type DC/DC con
Verter without an output inductor, and the maximum power
trackers of the Solar generators are operatively connected in
series with each other; and an inductor operatively connected
to the series connected maximum power trackers.
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1.
DEVICE FOR DISTRIBUTED MAXIMUM
POWER TRACKING FOR SOLAR ARRAYS
FIELD OF INVENTION

The present invention relates to Solarcell technology and in
particular to maximum power tracking converters. The
present invention has particular but not exclusive application
for use in vehicles that are at least in part electrically powered
by solar cells. Reference to solar powered vehicles is by
means of example only and the present invention has appli

10

cation in other areas.

2
The available power from each cell within an array will
vary due to the variations in illumination and temperature. In
these cases, the maximum power conditions of different cells
within the array will differ at any one point of time. Further
more the maximum power conditions of some cells within the
array will vary differently overtime compared with others. As
well these variations are not predictable. In addition changes
to the maximum power conditions of cells can vary rapidly
thereby requiring a relatively quick response time.
Currently maximum power tracking devices are directly
electrically connected to an array of Solar cells. A single
maximum power tracking device is currently used to control
the available power from an array of between ten to several
hundred cells.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
15

A solar cell is a device able to convert incident light to
electrical power. Many solar cells are typically grouped to
form an array of solar cells. To collect the electrical power
from the Solar cells, groups of cells are either directly con
nected in series or in parallel. Where the cells are connected in
series, they must have identical currents but if the cells are
connected in parallel they must operate with identical volt
ages. An individual cell will produce maximum power at a
unique cell voltage and current which will vary from cell to
cell. The combination of voltage and current that allows a cell
to produce its maximum power is termed the maximum
power point. The maximum power point varies with cell
illumination and temperature. Connection of the cells in

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide an alter
nate maximum power tracking device that overcomes at least
in part one or more of the above mentioned problems or
disadvantages.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
25

series forces cells to have identical current while connection

in parallel forces cells to have identical voltage. Direct con
nection in series or parallel results in failure to collect all the
available electrical power from the solar cells in the array and
at least some of the cells will operate at a condition other than
at their maximum power points.
To obtain the maximum available power from a group of
Solar cells connected in an array or Sub-array, a maximum
power tracking device is used. Maximum power tracking
devices are DC to DC power converters that allow an array or
Sub-array to operate at their maximum power point. A DC to
DC converter can transform a power input at a certain Voltage
and current to be transformed to a DC power output at a
differing Voltage and current. A key feature of all maximum
power trackers is a control device that determines the point of
maximum power for the connected Solar cells and acts to
adjust the DC to DC converter performance to adjust the cell
Voltage or current to extract the maximum available power.
However there are a number of problems or disadvantages
associated with the use of a single maximum power device to
control the Voltage or current of an array or Sub-array of Solar
cells.
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Where solar cells are used to power vehicles, the vehicles
are usually aerodynamically designed with curved surfaces
and also have limited Surface area in which to mount the Solar

cells. Consequently arrays of cells are mounted on the curved
Surfaces but the variation of the angle of incidence of light on
the different cells within the array on the curved surface
causes variation in the available optical power. Furthermore,
cells in an array may be subjected to variable light levels due
to shadowing by foreign objects such as trees and buildings

55
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The present invention arises from the realization that each
cell at any one particular time point will have a unique maxi
mum power point defined by a specific cell Voltage and spe
cific current at which the cell will produce its maximum
available power. Furthermore the invention was developed
from the realization that it is not possible for every cell in an
array to operate at its maximum power point if the array is
formed by the direct electrical interconnection of cells. With
this in mind and taking advantage of recent advances in low
Voltage electronics, maximum power tracking devices for
very small groups of directly connected cells or for single
Solar cells were developed to provide a solution to optimizing
the electrical power from the array.
In one aspect the present invention broadly resides in a
system for providing power from Solar cells including
one or more solar generators wherein each of said solar
generators has one to nine Solar cells;
a maximum power tracker operatively associated with each
Solar generator, each of said maximum power tracker
includes a buck type DC/DC converter without an output
inductor, each of said maximum power trackers are opera
tively connected in series with each other;
an inductor operatively connected to the series connected
maximum power trackers; and
means for providing electrical power from the inductor to
load means, wherein each of said maximum power trackers is
controlled so that the operatively associated Solar generator
operates at its maximum power point to extract maximum
available power.
The maximum power tracker preferably includes an energy
storage capacitor and a control means for adjusting the buck
type DC/DC converter duty cycle so that a connected solar
generator operates at its maximum power point.
Preferably the control means makes observations of solar
generator Voltage, and observations of the change in energy
storage capacitor Voltage during the buck converter Switch off

between the cell and the source of illumination.

time and observations of the duration of the buck converter

Because of differences in optical illumination, cell tem
peratures may vary within arrays causing some cells to be
hotter than other cells. Arrays may be cooled partially by air
flow or by the use of a cooling fluid in an illumination con
centrator System. These mechanisms however may not pro
vide uniform cooling to all cells.

switch off time to infer solar generator power to adjust the
buck converter duty cycle to extract maximum power from
the connected Solar generator.
In one preferred embodiment, the Switching operations of
the DC/DC converter are synchronized in frequency by the
use of a synchronizing signal.
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solar generator/MPPT. Many solar generators/MPPT can be

3
Preferably each solar generator includes one solar cell.
Preferably each solar generator includes one solar cell and

series connected. Each DC/DC converter will then have an

each Solar cell is connected to its own dedicated maximum

power tracker so that the tracker responds to its connected
solar cell.

Preferably the system uses a single inductor.
Load means includes devices that use or store the electrical
power.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order that the present invention can be more readily
understood and put into practical effect, reference will now be
made to the accompanying drawings wherein:
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic view of a simplified Buck type
DC/DC converter with solar generator and load;
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic view of an alternative embodi
ment of a simplified Buck type DC/DC converter with solar
generator and load;
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view of a Solar generator with a
Buck type DC/DC converter without an inductor;
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of an alternative embodi
ment of a solar generator with a Buck type DC/DC converter

10

FIG. 3 shows an inductorless DC/DC buck converter with
15

Many solar generators/MPPT devices that utilize inductor
free DC/DC buck converters can be series connected with a

single inductor to Supply power to an electrical load. The
series connection of the solar generators/MPPT devices
forces each inductorless DC/DC buck converter to supply an
identical output current. Each converter operates with a con
stant current load.
25

a load; and

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view of a preferred embodiment
of the single cell MPPT converter;
FIG. 7 is a graphical representation of the control signals
and gate signals for MOSFETs;
FIG. 8 is a graphical representation of a no load 2 kHz
waveforms, top MOSFET gate waveform; top MOSFET gate
drive referred to ground, bottom MOSFET gate waveform to
ground, output terminal to ground (from top to bottom);
FIG. 9 is a graphical representation of an unloaded 20 kHz
waveforms, Traces top to bottom, output terminal, bottom
MOSFET gate, top MOSFET gate, all referred to ground:
FIG. 10 is a graphical representation of a loaded 20 kHz
waveforms, traces top to bottom, output terminal, bottom
MOSFET gate, top MOSFET gate, all referred to ground:
FIG. 11 is a graphical representation of input Voltage,
current and power at 10 kHz (from top to bottom);
FIG. 12 is a graphical representation of output current,
voltage and power at 10 kHz (from top to bottom);
FIG. 13 is a table of equipment for efficiency measurement;
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DC/DC converters 24. Each solar generator 20 has its own
inductorless DC/DC converters 24. After the last inductorless

DC/DC converters 24, there is an inductor 25 to filter the
50
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verter 10 is shown in FIG. 2.

A buck type DC/DC converter can be controlled to operate
the Solar generator at its maximum power point while pro
ducing an adjustable level of output current. The Solar gen
erator and maximum power tracker will be referred to as a

current prior to reaching the load 26. The inductor 25 can be
Smaller in terms of magnetic energy shortage measured as /2

LI, where L is the inductance value in Henry and I is the

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

With reference to FIG. 1 there is shown a simplified buck
type DC/DC converter 10 connected to a solar generator 11
and load 12. The solar generator 11 can be a solar cell or
several cells. The buck type DC/DC converter 10 includes a
capacitor 13 which serves as an energy storage element, a
controlled switching device 14, a diode or a controlled device
acting as a synchronous rectifier 15 and an output inductor 16.
An alternative arrangement for the buck type DC/DC con

The controlled switching device operates alternates
between an open and closed State. The average portion of time
that the switch is closed is the switch duty cycle. Closure of
the controlled switching device causes the load current to be
Supplied from the Solar generator and the energy storage
capacitor. When the controlled switch is open, the load cur
rent transfers to the diode or synchronous rectifier device
while the solar generator current replenishes the charge
within energy storage capacitor.
The duty cycle of the controlled switching device will
determine the average current withdrawn from the energy
storage capacitor. The energy storage capacitor will adjust its
voltage in response to the difference in the current supplied by
the solar generator and the current withdrawn to by the con
trolled switch. The switching device will be controlled by a
device that adjusts the controlled switch duty cycle to main
tain the Solar generator Voltage at the maximum power point.
With respect to FIG. 5 there is shown a solar generator 20
connected to a capacitor 21, diode 22 and control switch 23.
The capacitor 21, diode 22 and control switch 23 forms the
inductorless DC/DC converter 24. Several solar generators 20
are connected in series via their dedicated inductorless

and

FIG. 14 is a table of converter efficiency at different fre
quencies.

a solar generator while FIG. 4 shows an alternate embodi
ment.

without an inductor,

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view of the interconnection of a
plurality of Buck type DC/DC converters without inductors,
corresponding plurality of Solar generators, one inductor and

identical output current but they can be individually con
trolled to allow each Solar generator to operate at their maxi
mum power point.
A conventional buck converter uses an output inductor to
provide energy storage that is necessary for current filtering.
An important feature of this invention is that the many induc
tors would normally be required, one for each Solar generator/
MPPT, and this can be replaced by a single inductor which
will perform the energy storage and filtering function for
many series connected solar generator/MPPT. The MPPT
device can be produced as an inductor free device.
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inductor current, in Amperes, than the total combined set of
inductors that are normally used with each buck DC/DC
converter. The use of a smaller inductor and only one inductor
reduces cost and weight and increases the efficiency in pro
viding maximum power from the solar cells. In the preferred
embodiment the Solar generator consists of a solar generator
which is a single high performance Solar cell.
With reference to FIG. 6, there is shown a DC to DC

converter 30 in the formed by MOSFETs Q1 and Q2 (31 and
32 respectively), and the energy storage capacitor 33. No
filter inductor is required. In this preferred embodiment
MOSFET Q1 (31) is a synchronous rectifier implementation
of the diode device and MOSFET Q2 (32) is the buck con
verter controlled switch element. In the preferred embodi
ment the output terminals of the solar generator/MPPT device

US 7,839,022 B2
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are the drain terminal of Q1 point X and the junction of the
source terminal of Q1 and the drain terminal of Q2, point Y.
The control element of the maximum power device is a
microprocessor. In this preferred embodiment, an ultra-low
power Texas Instruments MSP430 microprocessor 34 which
is capable of operation at a supply voltage of 1.8V. This
allows direct operation from a dual junction cell which typi
cally produces 2V. If other cell types are used with lower cell
Voltages, a power conditioning device may be required to
develop a higher Voltage Supply to allow the control element
to be operated from a single cell. For example, silicon cells
typically produce 0.4V and a Voltage boosting converter
would be required to generate a Voltage high enough to oper
ate a microprocessor control element.
An alternate embodiment is possible where the Solar gen
erator/MPPT device output terminals are the junction of Q1
and Q2, point Y. and the source of Q2. In this case Q1 is the
controlled switch element and Q2 is the diode element imple
mented as a synchronous rectifier.
The gate drive voltage for the MOSFETS Q1 and Q2 is
derived by charge pump circuit. In the preferred implemen
tation a multiple stage charge pump circuit formed by diodes
D to D devices 35-38, and their associated capacitors

6
age V, and a duty cycled, increases linearly with n while the

Switching ripple or the distortion voltage, V
V-V, Vnd-d)

Likewise the average Volt second area, A, for a shared filter

inductor follows an Vn relationship.
10

15

25

30

In a non synchronized embodiment, a larger inductor is
required than in an optimally synchronized embodiment. The
required inductor is still significantly Smaller than the com
bined plurality of inductors that would be required for con
A prototype converter was developed to first examine the
conversion efficiency of the DC to DC converter stage and its
suitability for use with a dual junction single solar cell, with
an approximate maximum power point at 2V and 300 mA.
For these tests the MSP340 was programmed to drive the
charge pump circuitry and to operate the buck converter stage
at a fixed 50% duty ratio. The experimental circuit is as in
FIG. 6. A fixed 2V inputsource voltage was applied and a load
consisting of a 2 500 uH inductor and a 1.692 resistor was
applied. A dead-time of 0.8 uS is inserted in each turn-on and
turn-off transient to prevent MOSFETs shoot through con
As gate charging loss was a significant loss contributor, a
range of operating frequencies was trialled. FIG. 7 shows the
control waveforms at 20 kHz. The waveforms show the dead

times between the top and bottom signals at turn-on and
turn-off. All waveforms in this figure are ground referred. The
35

measured no load loss in this condition was 6 mW which is

approximately twice the expected figure. The gate drive loss
is fully developed at no load and we may have additional loss
in the charge pump circuitry. FIG. 8 shows gate waveforms at

2 kHz but a differential measurement is made of V to show

40

the lowering of the gate source Voltage to approximately 4V
due to elevation of the source at the device turn-on.
The waveforms at 20 kHz without load are shown in FIG.
9. Note that the load connection is across terminals X and Y.

power.

In order to secure high efficiency in the Solar generator/
MPPT low switching frequencies are preferred. In the pre
ferred embodiment switching frequencies will be below 20
kHz. At very low Switching frequencies the ripple Voltage on
capacitor C1 will increase. The voltage ripple will cause the
cell to deviate from its maximum power point. An optimum
Switching frequency range will exist. In the preferred
embodiments the Switching frequency will be adjusted to
maximise the energy delivered by the solar generator/MPPT.
A plurality of solar generator/MPPT may be configured
within a large array to Switch at the same frequency and with
a relative phase relationship that provides improved cancel
lation of Switching frequency Voltage components in the out
put voltage waveforms of the solar generator/MPPT combi
nations. This allows a smaller inductor to provide filtering of
the load current. Such synchronisation may be provided by
auxiliary timing signals that are distributed within an array or
by other means.
In some embodiments the solar generator/MPPT devices
within an array may not Switch at the same frequency. The
combined output Voltage of large number of asynchronously
switching series connected buck converters will follow a
binomial distribution. The average output voltage of the
group of n solar generator/MPPT devices, with an input volt

(2)

duction events.

losses.

Resistors 44 and 45 form a voltage divider network which
is used to perform Voltage observations of Solar generator
Voltageusinga analogue to digital converter within the micro
processor 34. An important feature of the maximum power
tracking method is the measurement of cell Voltage magni
tude, the and measurement of the change in cell Voltage
during periods when the controlled switch, 32, is open and the
measurement of the time that the controlled switch is open to
infer cell power. This may be used as an input to a maximum
power tracking method that will control the DC-DC converter
duty cycle to allow the Solar generator to operate at maximum

A = Vn Yid-f

ventional buck converters.

39-42.

The MOSFETS Q1 and Q2 are driven by a gate driver
circuit. In the preferred embodiment a comparator, 43, forms
the driver circuit. As this circuit delivers a higher gate to
source voltage to device Q2 than Q1, Q2 achieves a lower turn
on resistance. In the preferred embodiment Q2 is the con
trolled Switching device as this arrangement minimises power

rises as Vn.
(1)

45

The lower MOSFET has the higher gate drive voltage and a
lower R. FIG. 10 shows the loaded waveforms. Note the
conduction of the MOSFET inverse diodes in the dead time as

50

55

seen by the 2 LS wide peaks on the leading and trailing pulse
top edges on the top trace. The transfer of current to these
diodes generates an additional conduction loss of 24 m W
which reduces efficiency at higher frequencies.
Given circuit losses are around a few percentage points of
rating, precise Voltage and current measurements are needed
if power measurements are used to determine efficiency. A
complication is that the output is inductorless and both the
output Voltage and current contain significant Switching fre
quency components. It is likely that a significant amount of
power is transferred to the combined R-L load at frequencies
other than DC.

60
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In order to determine the efficiency of this converter, a new
high end oscilloscope was used to measure the input and
output power. The internal math function was employed to
obtain the instantaneous power from the current and Voltage,
the mean value of which indicates the average power. The
current probe was carefully calibrated before each current
measurement, to minimise measurement errors. FIG. 13

shows the details of the equipment used in a table format.
FIGS. 11 and 12 show the input and output voltages, current

US 7,839,022 B2
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and power. The mean value of measured power is displayed at
the right column of the figures.
The efficiencies of the converter obtained are shown in a

table in FIG. 14. It is seen that the measured efficiency is
slightly lower than estimated especially at higher frequencies.
One reason is the loss during the dead-time. The on-state
voltage drop of the diode is much higher than the MOSFET,
and therefore reduces the efficiency of the converter. At 10

5

kHz the dead time loss accounts for 12 mW of the observed 30

mW. The results do confirm that the circuit is capable of
achieving high efficiencies especially if the Switching fre
quency is low.

10

Variations
15

It will of course be realised that while the foregoing has
been given by way of illustrative example of this invention, all
Such and other modifications and variations thereto as would

be apparent to persons skilled in the art are deemed to fall
within the broad scope and ambit of this invention as is herein
set forth.

Throughout the description and claims this specification
the word “comprise' and variations of that word such as
“comprises and "comprising, are not intended to exclude
other additives, components, integers or steps.

25

The invention claimed is:

1. A system for providing power from Solar cells, compris
ing:
a plurality of Solar generators, wherein each of said Solar
generators has at least one solar cell;
a plurality of series connected maximum power trackers,
each of said maximum power trackers operatively asso
ciated with a corresponding Solar generator of the plu
rality of Solar generators, each of said maximum power
trackers including a buck type DC/DC converter without
an output inductor, and
an inductor operatively connected to the series connected
maximum power trackers to provide electrical power to
a load;

30

8
wherein each of said maximum power trackers is con
trolled to operate the corresponding Solar generator at a
maximum power point.
2. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein each of the
maximum power trackers includes an energy storage capaci
tor and a control means for adjusting the buck type DC/DC
converter duty cycle to operate the corresponding Solar gen
erator at the maximum power point.
3. A system as claimed in claim 2, wherein said control
means is to adjust a duty cycle of the buck type DC/DC
converter to extract maximum power from the corresponding
Solar generator based on a Voltage of the corresponding Solar
generator, a Voltage of the energy storage capacitor, and a
duration of switch off time of the buck type DC/DC converter.
4. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein Switching
operations of the DC/DC converters of the maximum power
trackers are synchronized in frequency via a synchronizing
signal.
5. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein each of the solar
generators has a single Solar cell.
6. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein each of the Solar
generators includes at least one solar cell and each Solar cell
is connected to its own dedicated maximum power tracker So
that the tracker responds to its connected Solar cell.
7. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the inductor is
a single inductor shared by the buck type DC/DC converters
of the series connected maximum power trackers.
8. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the load
includes devices that use or store the electrical power.
9. A system as claimed in claim 2, wherein the DC/DC
converter has a Switch; and the energy storage capacitor is
coupled between the corresponding solar generator and the
Switch of the DC/DC converter.

35

10. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein Switching
operations of the DC/DC converters of the maximum power
trackers are synchronized in frequency but have offsets in
phase.

